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never a bad test. Producer Benny Golson 
is art old jazz hand, and he and I landy 
reconfirm the old forgotten truth that 
jazz and pop are close cousins-closer 
than critics care to remember. J.S.R. 

Ian Matthews: Stealin' I tome. Sandy 
Roberton', producer. Mushroom MRS 
5012. $798. Tape: MRSC5012. . 
.51 RS85012 $7.98. 

Predicting broad pop success for Ian 
Matthews at this point seems risky, since 
he has released more than a dozen al- 
bums as a leader or soloist. Yet "Stealin' 
Home" tempts just such a bet on this 
British singer and songwriter. While old 
fans would surely argue that it isn't his 
hest work. he achieves a confident pop 
stance that seemed truly endangered on 
its predecessor. his second and final Co- 
lumbia album. 

Matthews' cult stature seems to be 
based on his surfeit, not lack, of hooks. 
Although his most well-known pedigree 
is his early association with Fairport 
Convention, his solo output makes him a 
naturalized Yankee. (He s also lived 
here since the mid -'70s.) Had he chosen 
to record only his own songs. Matthews 
might have bobbed toward the upper 
reaches of the singer/songwriter hier- 
archy; had he held to his early fascina- 
tion for country and folk elements. he 
might even have become an alternative 
to the Eagles. 

Instead. he draws from an eclectic ar- 
ray of sources. cutting his own bitter- 
sweet ballads and songs from both re- 
vered and unknown outside writers. On 
"Stealin' dome." the melancholia that 
has sometimes proven a strong suit is 
tempered by a more ebullient rock em- 
phasis, yet even on the uptempo mo- 
ments a brooding sense of resignation 
surfaces. Whether singing his own songs 
(Let There Be Blues. Slip Away. and the 
quietly angry title song are the most no- 
table) or those of Robert Palmer. 
Terence Boylan. John Martyn. or 
Rodgers & I lammerstein. Matthews im- 
hues his work with an aching sweetness. 

There are two successful forays into a 

more elegantly funky style-Palmer's 
Gimme an Inch and Martyr's Man in 
the Station-but the highlights are the 
ballads. Two standouts are Richard Ste- 
kol's Yank and Marl. (which borrows a 
chorus of Chaplin's Smile to provide a 
sweeping. cinematic bridge) and a brief. 
overdubbed a cappella choral setting of 
Caret l/v Taught from South Pacific. 

Matthews here reunites with producer 
Sandy Roberton. who guided the singer's 
hest collaborative work (Plainsong's "In 
Search of Amelia Earhart." the quartet's 
lone release). Roberton effectively 
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Ian Mattheirs-classy and intelligent 

brings out the warmth of Matthews' 
smooth tenor with a clarity that has been 
missing since the self -produced "Some 
Days You Eat the Bear" (1974). 

This is classy. intelligent pop informed 
by a mature stylist who deserves a wider 
audience. With the small but feisty 
Mushroom label finally according him 
the treatment his music has nearly al- 
ways suggested. Matthews really could 
steal home this time. s.s. 

The Neville Brothers. Jack Nitzsche, 
producer. Capitol ST 11865, $7.98. Tape: 

4XT 11865.s. 8XT 11865, $7.98. 

As fans of New Orleans music will 
quickly realize. "The Neville Brothers" 
represents one of the more seasoned de- 
buts of the year. Although it is the first 
formal recorded collaboration of all four 
brothers. their imprint on Crescent City 
r&h stretches back over a decade: Aaron 
Nel ille had some single hits in the mid - 
'60s (most notably Tell It like It Is). and 
Art and Cyril were both members of the 
Meters. New Orleans' premier instru- 
mental ensemble. 

When the Meters broke from pro- 
ducer/mentor Allen Toussaint. and the 
original lineup subsequently collapsed. 
the three Nevilles teamed with brother 
Charles, who has written all of the origi- 
nals here. Like a number of recent works 
by their local peers. "The Neville Broth- 
ers" reflects some care in fashioning a 
more cosmopolitan style that reaches be- 
yond the second -line syncopations of 
their earlier work. The outside influence 
at hand is producer Jack Nitzsche. who 
happily hasn't uprooted their basic in- 
stincts in the interest of a smooth cross- 
over. 

Best known to '70s rock fans for his 
work with Neil Young. N ink DeVille. 
and other rockers, Nitzsche cut his teeth 
in the early '60s as an arranger. producer. 
and musician within a pop milieu 
shaped by strong black singers. This ex - 

plains his respect for the Nevilles' basic IJ 
instincts. Instead of imported New York 
or L.A. session ringers. instrumental 
hacking is dominated by local musicians, 
with the Nevilles on keyboards and per- 
cussion. Nitzsche concentrates primarily 
on showcasing their rich choral singing 
and melismatic solos. Equally impor- 
tant, he has guided them to select outside 
material that draws from some surpris- 
ing sources and complements Charles's 
writing. 

Some of those choices emphasize the 
early heritage: for instance, the lesser - 
known Leiber-Stoller gem Dancin'Jones 
(originally cut by its cowriters. Dino & 
Sembello) and the evocative Arianne, 
which trades in ripe local images. Others. 
though. are from singer/songwriters sel- 
dom cohered by r&h stylists. John IIiatt's 
Nashable ink undercuts its aching mel- 

ody with darkly fatalistic lyrics. and in 
the Nevilles' reading. neither quality is 
obscured. They cover David Foreman 
and Goffin-Goldberg's Audience for My 
Pain wi'h equal success. S.S. 

Todd Rundgren: Back to the Bars, Todd 
Rundgren. producer. Bearsville 2BRX 
6986, S12.98 ( two discs). Tape: s M5 
6986, . M86986, 512.98. 

Todd Rundgren's versatility in the 
recording studio has been measured by 
his continual. chameleon shifts in song - 
writing and arranging styles. Engineer. 
producer. and multiinstrumentalíst. he 
has taken his melodic pop and rock in- 
stincts from concise. commercial read- 
ings (Hello, It's .tie and last year's Can 
Ye Still Be Friends) to bloated abstrac- 
tion (much of his work with Utopia) and 
back, often within the course of a single 
LP. 

"Back to the Bars" isn't conceptually 
organized. but Rundgren is attempting 
something ambitious. Not in the familiar 
context of the studio. but on stage. he 
tries to knit together oil the permutations 
of his style since his first solo outings in 
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Rundgren for diehards only 
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